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Attitudes and Perceptions Related
too Solid Waste Management

Thee problem of solid waste collection in Accra is not only due to the escalating
volumess of daily waste generation as a result of rapid population growth with its
correspondingg increasing pressures on existing logistics, but also to the attitudes of
residentss and officials. Poor or lukewarm attitudes to waste removal constitute one
off the most important threats to any sustainable solid waste collection programme
inn Accra. In this chapter, we will look at this problem from two perspectives: those
off the residents and those of officials. Next, we will analyse the perceptions of consumerss and providers of waste collection services, as well as those of the policy
makerss dealing with solid waste management.
7.11

Attitudes

7.1.17.1.1 The attitudes of residents
Whilstt residents in rich areas try to avoid littering in their area, those in poor areas
oftenn do the reverse: they indiscriminately dump waste instead of putting it into
wastee containers or litter bins. Some residents in the poor areas dump waste indiscriminatelyy into open places, drains and gutters, thereby choking the drainage and
creatingg fertile grounds for breeding of mosquitoes. Some commentators blame
thesee negative attitudes on poverty though. It is quite understandable that improved
incomess allow people to invest more in waste collection. However, without demeaningg the poor, one does not have to wait for income improvement before avoidingg littering or illegal dumping; practices which have serious health consequences
forr people.
Mostt people do not care about waste as long as it is not on their compound or immediatee surroundings. Such behaviour forced Van der Geest (2001) to note in his
studyy on a rural Ghanaian town that:
"...II came across a peculiar paradox in people's way of dealing with
waste.. On the one hand, they were extremely concerned with cleanlinesss and removing dirt from their bodies, on the other hand, the way
theyy actually got rid of their waste was so inefficient that they were
continuouslyy confronted with what they most detest: filth..."
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Ass soon as waste leaves the house, it becomes a public matter for which no individuall of the house takes responsibility anymore. The government is expected to
removee the filth. In this section, we will use a few examples to illustrate the 'paradoxical'' attitude of residents to solid waste management.
Protestss by residents against the placing of containers near their homes constitute
onee such paradox. Whilst residents want more containers and complain of containerss being too far away, using it to justify indiscriminate dumping at unauthorised
places,, they simultaneously object to placing containers near them, apparently becausee of irregular emptying of containers and the filth at the container sites. On the
otherr hand, the location of dumpsites and landfills near residential areas brings into
questionn land-use and building permit policies of the local authority. The recent
wastee wars between the AMA, on one hand, and residents in Mallam, Gbawe and
Kwabenya,, on the other, attest to this fact. It also points to the fact that rich areas or
citiess may sooner than later realise that they cannot always expect to transfer their
wastee to somebody else's environment. It also shows how city waste affects the
built-upp areas. We will provide two incidents to illustrate the implications of this
attitudinall problem in waste management for urban planners, city managers and
policyy makers.
Butt what are the causes of such paradoxical attitudes towards solid waste management?? At least five reasons can be deduced. The first reason is environmental
awareness.. The dilemma facing the local authorities is that whilst people cite environmentall concerns for objecting to the placing of waste containers or the locating
off dumpsites near their homes, they simultaneously use the lack of such facilities or
thee long distance to a nearby facility as a reason to justify the indiscriminate dumpingg of waste in unauthorised places. The second reason refers to the unwillingness
off residents in one area to allow somebody's waste problem in another area to be
transferredd to them. This seriously questions the basis on which cities transfer or
exportt their waste to their neighbours within the cities' built-in area. However, this
showss that it is not disregard of the problem, but fundamental belief that it is not
theirr responsibility. The waste is not theirs, it is a public matter rather than a privatee worry. The third reason has to do with some residents getting up to no good.
Waste,, no matter its source (from rich or poor areas in an urban centre), has to be
disposedd of in one way or another. In urban areas, the most acceptable way is for
thee local authority or its appointed agents to transfer the waste to a dumpsite. In
thatt sense, waste from households protesting against the location of waste dumpsitess in a particular area will also be transported or exported to their neighbours'
areaa sooner or later, since they cannot keep their waste in their homes or plots forever.. Though some residents resort to digging holes and to burying or burning their
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waste,, they cannot do this all the time. Burning waste causes severe air pollution
andd creates breathing problems for residents in the immediate vicinity. The fourth
reasonn questions the country's land-use policy and the related burning issue of
land-ownership.. An improper land-use policy, ineffective supervision and corrupt
officialss have resulted in encroachment onto public land and lawlessness in land
administration.. The problem of an ineffective land-use policy is compounded by
thee fact that neither the government nor local authorities in Ghana own any land,
nott even the ones under their control. This hampers effective control and underminess the enforcement of land-use policies. The fifth reason refers to lawlessness.
Thee weakness in the enforcement of the rule of law in areas such as Accra means
thatt people do not have to fear any sanction for their offences. This is where the
freefree rider problem comes in; people do not want to contribute to a cleaner environmentt unless their neighbours are obliged to do the same; the local government
iss not strong enough to sanction offenders and there is no communal institution that
couldd force citizens through social control to abide by the rules either. This is why
somee critics think lack of funding or capital is not the sole requirement for solving
thee solid waste management problem, but that social capital, which is built on trust
andd networking, is also an essential ingredient in the input equation for ensuring
sustainablee development of solid waste collection systems.
Thoughh street vendors, like many other unemployed Ghanaians, work tirelessly to
fendd for themselves, their activities must conform to laid-down regulations and
byelawss of the local government authority. What is unlawful according to the byelawss should not be condoned. Laws are made to regulate human activities. If the
lawss are not enforced, then they are of no use.
7.1.27.1.2 A ttitudes of officials
Similarly,, the attitude of officials does not help to realise effective and efficient waste
collectionn in the metropolitan area. Officials do not send the right signals to residents
withh respect to solid waste collection. Lack of enforcement of the city's bylaws is
onee of the major obstacles to achieving efficient solid waste collection. Laws and
byelawss are meant to be enforced in order to ensure law and order in society; otherwisee they are of no use. For instance, the city authorities continue to collect taxes
fromfrom street vendors who operate on the roads of commercial and principal streets,
therebyy causing considerable daily littering and perpetuating the problem. Hawkers
havee no right to sell their products on the streets since they have not been issued with
permitss and the practice goes contrary to the bylaws of the AMA. However, the city
authoritiess neither sanction waste offenders strongly enough, if at all, in accordance
withh existing bylaws in order to deter others, nor do they educate the residents
enoughh on the negative impacts of poor solid waste management practices (such as
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litteringg and indiscriminate dumping into gutters, drains and streams) on the environmentt and on the health of people leading to illnesses like malaria, typhoid and
otherr diseases. The reason why the city authorities tolerate street vendors is that they
respectt their intentions of simply seeking to make a living under harsh economic
conditionss and from that perspective it should be applauded! However, it beats one's
imaginationn to see city authorities collecting levies from people sitting right in the
'middle'' of a road (such as in Kaneshie near the overheard bridge, the Kwasea Guaso
nearr the Electricity Corporation at Tema station and Okaishie, where the road is totallyy blocked by illegal vendors selling their wares). Such practices must be stopped.
Thoughh it costs the AMA far more money to collect litter than to provide and collect
wastee containers and litter bins at vantage points, particularly along the road, at bus
stopss and recreational places and parks, few containers are provided. This has terrible
consequences:: there is litter everywhere in most poor areas and along commercial
streets.. The fact that even the few litterbins that exist are not emptied regularly encouragess would-be littering offenders to justify their actions. But how can we explain
thee attitudes of officials?
a)) Usually public health is one of the major worries of local government.
b)) Attitudes are negatively affected by lack of resources.
c)) The lack of appropriate actions is partly explained by the lack of resources,
partlyy by low motivation (remuneration) and partly by lack of sanctions on illperformedd services by officials.
d)) Incapacity and unwillingness.
Tablee 7.1

The first most important waste collection problem mentioned by
respondentss in each selected research locality
Areaa (selected research locality)

Dissatisfaction n
with h

Achi-- Abe-- La a
mota a lenkpe e

Total l

Nima a Kane-- Dzor-- Airport tAda-shie e wuluV V RA/ / braka a
Roman nCanton-Ridge e ments s

(nn = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50)
nn( = 400)

%%

%%

%%

%%

%%

%%

%%

%%

%%

Frequencyy of collec- 46.0 86.0 86.092.0 92.060.0 60.0 8.0 8.0 78.0 78.072.0 72.052.0 52.061.8 61.8
tion n
Costt of collection
36.0 36.0 8.0 8.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 24.0 24.0 4.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 30.0 30.014.0 14.0
Cleanlinesss of ser- 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 36.0 36.064.0 64.014.0 14.020.0 20.012.0 12.019.5 19.5
vice e
Otherr problems
14.0 14.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 6.0 6.0 4.8 4.8
Total l

100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
Note:: Chi-Square value = 180,676 (a); Sig. (2-sided) = 0.000; a. 8 cells (25.0%) have expected counts
off less than 5. The minimum expected count was 2.38.
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Tablee 7.2

The first most important waste collection problem per mode of waste
disposal l
Modee of waste disposal

Dissatisfiedd with frequency of collection
Dissatisfiedd with cost of collection
Dissatisfiedd with cleanliness of service
Otherr problems
Total l

House-to-housee
collectionn

Collective container
collection

(nn = 150)

(n = 250)

Total

(n = 400)

%%
78.7 78.7
6.0 6.0
12.7 12.7
2.7 2.7

%
51.6 51.6
18.8 18.8
23.6 23.6
6.0 6.0

%
61.8 61.8
14.0 14.0
19.5 19.5
4.8 4.8

100.0 100.0

100.0 100.0

100.0 100.0

Notes:: Chi-Square value = 30,034 (a); Sig. (2-sided) = 0.000; a. 0 cells (0%) have an expected count
off less than 5. The minimum expected count was 7.13.

7.22

Consumers' view of institutional arrangements in solid waste collection

7.2.11 Solid waste collection problems
Tablee 7.1 presents the responses of all consumers on the ranking of first and second
mostt important solid waste collection problems in all the eight research localities.
Accordingg to the consumers, the most important problems facing their areas,
rankedd in order, are low frequency of waste collection (including the unreliability
off service provision), cost of collection and the cleanliness of service (including
problemss related to vehicles and equipment which are inappropriate for waste collection).. Areas where the collective container collection system is operative have
thee additional problem of inadequate communal containers. Each locality has its
peculiarr problem. The intensity of a problem may differ from one area to another.
Frequencyy of collection is a larger problem in areas serviced through house-tohousee systems, whilst cleanliness of service is more problematic in the areas with
collectivee container collection systems (Table 7.2). In Kaneshie, for example, almostt two thirds of the respondents said they were dissatisfied with the cleanliness78
off collection, whilst only 8% of the residents are dissatisfied with the frequency of
collection.. This is in sharp contrast with other areas where the collective container
Thee service provider in Kaneshie (Gee Waste Ltd.) sometimes uses the same containers for both
solidd waste and liquid waste collection in the day and night, respectively. The containers are eitherr not thoroughly cleaned or not cleaned at all after using them in the night to collect night soil
beforee being used during the day for solid waste collection. This results in terrible stench in the
vicinityy where the containers are located to receive the solid waste. Gee Waste Ltd. provides these
containerss itself. In the third (feedback) phase of the fieldwork, a further check on this allegation
wass carried out with AMA (the public provider) and the residents to verify and validate the practice.. It seems the AMA could not sanction the company. The practice was stopped.
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collectionn system is functioning and it demonstrates the uniqueness and peculiaritiess of the localities with respect to waste collection problems and the consumers'
appreciationn of services. Nevertheless, most people in all the areas investigated
citedd dissatisfaction with the frequency at which service providers empty the collectivee container collection.
Tabless 7.1 and 7.2 show that frequency of collection is the most important problem
withh regard to solid waste management facing residents in Accra. The cost of collectionn and cleanliness of service follow. Even for those who choose other indicators as
theirr first most important problem, a sizeable number again chose frequency of collectionn as their second most important problem. The tables show that over 95% of the
perceivedd waste collection problems in Accra are associated with frequency of collection,, cost of collection and cleanliness of service. There are no significant differencess in terms of problems between private and public institutional arrangements,
whichh implies that the type of provider is not really a major issue.
Att this juncture, it would be worthwhile to dwell a little bit on these three most importantt solid waste management problems facing residents in Accra in general and
thee research localities in particular. In the next sub-sections we analyse the appreciationn of consumers of the degree of these problems with regard to their localities.
7.2.27.2.2 Appreciation of frequency
Ass indicated in Table 7.1, the frequency of waste collection is the single most importantt problem facing most residents in Accra. The intensity of this problem differss from place to place (Table 7.3), which is closely related to differences in mode
off waste disposal (house-to-house or collective container collection) and with institutionall arrangement (public or private; Table 7.4). As regards people's appreciationn of the frequency of waste collection services in the various localities, between
70%% and 100% of the respondents in Achimota, La, Adabraka and Nima, felt the
frequencyy of collection under the collective container collection system is too low,
whilstt in Kaneshie about 90% think it is acceptable. The former four areas have a
publiclyy provided collective container collection service, whilst the latter is providedd privately. In Airport Residential Area and Cantonment, which are serviced
throughh the house-to-house system, 56% of the respondents think the frequency of
collectionn is normal, whilst this same thought is shared in Abelenkpe and Dzorwulu/Romann Ridge by only 28% and 10% of the residents respectively. Though
thesee four areas - all serviced through house-to-house collection - are all classified
ass rich areas, there are marked differences in their level of development. The Airportt Residential Area and Cantonment could be classified as super-rich areas with a
standardd of amenities and services comparable to similar places elsewhere in the
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world.. It is no wonder that there is sharp difference between them and the other
twoo research localities in terms of the consumers' appreciation of the frequency of
collection.. The truth is that Airport Residential Area and Cantonment have the
largestt concentration of prominent government officials, top foreign dignitaries and
embassyy officials, high-level businessmen and the wealthiest in the society. They
couldd tip service providers, particularly the waste collection workers, to provide
comparativelyy better services for their area. In actual fact, waste is sometimes collectedd twice a week in some of these rich and high profile areas.
Tablee 7.3

Consumers' appreciation of frequency of waste collection per selected
researchh locality
Areaa (selected research locality)
Achi-motaa

AbeLa
lenkpe

Nima

Kaneshie

Total l

Dzorwulu/
Romann
Ridgee

Airport AdaR.A/
braka
Cantonments

(n*50)) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 400)

%%
Normal l
Tooo low
Total l

%%

%%

%%

%%

%%

%%

%%

%%

28.0 28.010.0 10.0 8.0 8.0
88.0 88.026.0 26.056.0 56.0 6.0 6.0 27.8 27.8
72.0 72.090.0 90.092.0 92.0
100.0 100.0
12.0 12.074.0 74.044.0 44.094.0 94.072.3 72.3
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0

Note:: Chi-Square value = 159,095 (a); Sig. (2-sided) = 0.000; a. 0 cells (0%) have an expected count
lesss than 5. The minimum expected count is 13.88.

Tablee 7.4

Consumers' appreciation of frequency of waste collection by waste
collector r
Wastee Collector

Normal l
Tooo low
Total l

Total l

AMA A

Privatee contractor

(nn = 200)

(nn = 200)

(nn = 400)

%%

%%

%%

23.0 23.0
77.0 77.0

32.5 32.5
67.5 67.5

27.8 27.8
72.3 72.3

100.0 100.0

100.0 100.0

100.0 100.0

Note:: Chi-Square value = 4,501 (a); Sig. (2-sided) = 034; Exact Sig. (2-sided) = 0.000; a. 0 cells
(0%)) have an expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 55.50.

Evenn though the stipulated frequency of collection is once a day and once a week
forr collective container collection and house-to-house collection respectively, in
somee cases the service providers do not collect waste in the areas according to
agreedd schedules. In the collective container collection system, the appreciation of
thee frequency of collection is clearly affected by the type of service provider. In the
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areass serviced by the WMD (AMA), the consumers perceive frequency of collectionn to be worse than in the areas operated through private contractors (Table 7.4).
Thiss is probably related to the perception that private sector providers have the motivationn to perform because the AMA pays them according to the number of waste
containerss they evacuate to disposal sites. The public sector does not have such
motivationn since its salary is guaranteed and does not depend on the number of
containerss removed. Despite this general tendency, however, tardy payment by the
locall authority of private contractors in the collective container collection system
cann and does lead to frequent interruptions of services.
Tablee 7.5

Consumers' appreciation of cleanliness of service by waste collector
Wastee Collector
AMA A
(nn = 200)

Total

Privatee contractor
(nn = 200)

(nn = 400)

%%
65.0 65.0
35.0 35.0

%%

%%

54.5 54.5
45.5 45.5

59.8 59.8
40.3 40.3

100.0 100.0

100.0 100.0

100.0 100.0

Notes:: Chi-Square value = 4,584 (a); Sig. (2-sided) = 0,032; a. 0 cells (0%) have an expected count of
lesss than 5. The minimum expected count is 80.50.

Tablee 7.6

Consumers' appreciation of cleanliness of service by area (selected
researchh locality)
Areaa (selected research locality)

Appreciationn

Achi-mota

Abe- La
lenkpe

Nima

Kaneshie

Dzorwulu/
Romann
Ridgee

Total
Airport AdaR.A/
braka
Cantonments

(nn = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 400)
%
Normal l
Bad d
Total l

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%%

6.0 6.0 98.0 98.096.0 96.020.0 20.059.8 59.8
86.0 86.094.0 94.078.0 78.0
14.0 14.0 6.0 6.0 22.0 22.0
JJ 00.0 94.0 94.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 80.0 80.040.3 40.3
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0

Notes:: Chi-Square value = 270.516 (a); Sig. (2-sided) = 0.000; a. 0 cells (0%) have an expected count
off less than 5. The minimum expected count is 20.13.

7.2.37.2.3 Appreciation of cleanliness
Tablee 7.5 shows that in the AMA-serviced areas, 35% think cleanliness is bad,
whilstt in the areas serviced by private service contractors 45% of the respondents
thinkk so. Table 7.6 provides the picture for the selected localities. In Nima, Kane190 0
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shiee and Adabraka, more than 80% or more of the respondents categorised cleanlinesss at the waste collection points as bad, saying they were filthy. This results from
irregularr frequency of waste collection. The survey results show that other factors
mightt also be responsible, besides the public versus private divide. First, whilst the
frequencyfrequency of collection is higher in the case of privately provided collective containerr collection or house-to-house services, cleanliness is worse. So the correlation
off higher frequency with higher cleanliness is doubtful. Nevertheless, consumers
overwhelminglyy support privately provided services over public ones. Other factors
thatt also affect the cleanliness of an area include the following:
i.i. Same container for solid waste and night soil collection: As already remarked
inn Section 7.2.1, respondents in Kaneshie indicated that the service provider in
thatt area sometimes uses the same container for solid waste and night soil collectionn for the day and night, respectively, without washing it properly, if at all.
Thiss practice is illegal and poses potential health hazards,
ii.. Dilapidated vehicles: Because of low tariffs, private contractors use old and
dilapidatedd vehicles, some of which pollute the area as waste falls from moving
wastee vehicles, which are not covered with a net. These vehicles also frequently
breakk down, causing interruptions to services with obvious implications,
iii.. Labour conditions: Poor remuneration and benefits for workers negatively affectt the quality of work,
iv.. Collection points: The service provider is not in charge of sweeping and cleaningg the area. His responsibility is just to haul the container to disposal sites.
Thee responsibility for cleaning the collection points is not well organised,
v.. Inadequate collective containers: The volume of waste generated in poor areas
iss more than the available containers can absorb. This leads to spillage and
couldd also incite some residents to opt out of the official mode of disposal,
vi.. Commercial activities and street vendors: These practices, which are very
prevalentt in poor areas, but absent in rich neighbourhoods, can lead to littering
inn the area,
vii.. Tips: Residents in rich areas tip waste collection workers, which motivates

themm to work better in such areas.
viii.Capacityviii.Capacity to pay: In addition to waste service providers, rich people can als
payy other people to organise cleaning in their area, while their poor counterpartss are unable to do so.
ix.. Children in charge of waste: In poor areas children carry waste to collection
points,, which in some cases may be far away from their houses. Sometimes,
thee waste ends up at open spaces, gutters or is even dumped improperly at the
collectionn point. In contrast, in the rich areas, waste is usually handled by
grown-upp house-helps, who make the waste available just at the front of the
housee for the service provider to collect.
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x.. Illegal dumping: Some service providers in the house-to-house collection systemm dump at illegal sites in order to escape paying dumping fees.
Cleanlinesss of an area is determined by a combination of factors other than just the
typee of provider and it may differ from place to place. Opinions are divided on
whetherr waste is a problem or not in the research localities, with 56% and 43%
agreeingg and disagreeing to the assertion respectively. Waste collection is not consideredd a problem in areas such as Adabraka, Kaneshie, Airport Residential Area,
Cantonment,, Dzorwulu and Roman Ridge. With the exception of Adabraka and Kaneshie,, these are high-income areas with a house-to-house collection. This is in contrastt with Achimota, La and Nima where many people think waste is a major problem.. The latter category consists of middle-income and predominantly poor areas
usingg the collective container collection system. Adabraka is a middle-income area,
whichh combines the free collective container collection system with private waste
pickers.. The waste pickers provide house-to-house collection services for a fee,
hencee the relative satisfactory situation in the area. Apart from the low frequency
off waste collection, most of the people in the rich neighbourhoods where a houseto-housee system is operative do not have major problems with waste collection.
Thee problem is mainly in the poor and some middle-income areas where the collectivee container collection system is operating.
Tablee 7.7

Desired improvements in waste collection by mode of waste disposal
Modee of waste disposal

Desiredd improvement

Providee more collective container collection
sitess and containers and labour
Increaseefrequencyof waste collection
Servicee providers should be more reliable
Privatisee waste collection
Satisfiedd with present waste collection arrangement t
Totall

House-to-housee
collectionn
(nn = 150)

Total

Collective container
collection
(n = 250)

(n = 400)

%%

%

%

2.7

41.6

27.0

60.7 60.7
8.7 8.7
10.0 10.0
18.0 18.0

30.0 30.0
2.0 2.0
25.6 25.6
0.8 0.8

41.5 41.5
4.5 4.5
19.8 19.8
7.3 7.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

Notes:: Chi-Square value = 132,943 (a); Sig. (2-sided) = 0.000; a. 0 cells.

7.2.47.2.4 Desired improvements (household demand for improved services)
Virtuallyy every household would like some form of improved services. Only 7.3%
off the households are satisfied with the present arrangement (Tables 7.7 and 7.8).
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Tablee 7.8

Desired improvements in waste collection by area (selected research
locality) )
Areaa (selected research locality)

Desired d
improvement t

Acfai-motaa

AbeLa
lenkpe

Nima

Kaneshie

Dzorwulu/
Romann
Ridgee

Total
Airport AdaR.A/
braka
Cantonments

(nn = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 400)
%
Providee more coUec- 38.0
tivee container collectionn sites and containers,, and labour
Increasee frequency 62.0
off waste collection
Servicee providers
shouldd be more
reliable e
Privatisee waste collection n
Satisfiedd with presentt waste collection
arrangement t

%

Totall

100.0

100.0

%

%

2.0

70.0

68.0

30.0

%

%

%

72.0

4.0

4.0

%

%%

6.0

28.0

27.0

72.0

42.0

50.0

41.5

2.0

14.0

6.0

4.5

10.0

4.0

8.0

92.0

22.0

12.0

10.0

14.0

19.8

-

-

2.0

14.0

28.0

2.0

7.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

12.0

Notes:: Chi-Square value = 412,296 (a); Sig. (2-sided) = 0.000; a. 16 cells (40.0%) have an expected
countt of less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.25.

Aboutt 10% of the residents in house-to-house collection areas and 25.6% of those in
collectivee container collection areas would prefer private contractors to public ones
(Tablee 7.7). The desire for privatised waste collection is highest in Nima (92%) (Table
7.8).. This is certainly a matter of image. Private providers are expected to deliver a
betterr service. In actual fact, proof of better performance is open to some discussion.
Thee demand for increased frequency of waste collection cuts across all the areas investigated,, with an average of 41.5% of all respondents, but there are differences in
whatt it entails per mode of waste disposal. It is therefore important to distinguish betweenn them. For consumers subject to the collective container collection system, increaseddfrequencyis not so much an increase in the number of times per day the waste
iss collected, but more the regularity of collecting it. Many residents consider the officiallyy stipulated once a day rate of collection as high enough. The main problem with
regardd to this category of waste collection is that the once a day is hardly observed. In
thee case of house-to-house collection, in contrast, the problem is not just the regularity
off collection, but also the rate of collection. Some consumers want the frequency of
collectionn increased from once to twice a week. About 79% of the residents under the
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house-to-housee collection system think the once a week frequency of collection is inadequatee and too low for a country in the tropics and therefore want the frequency
increasedd from once to twice a week (figures not presented in the tables).
Inn the areas where the collective container collection system is operative, 41.6% of
thee consumers think the local authority should provide more sites and containers
(Tablee 7.7). Generally, the collective container collection system areas are often
denselyy populated, but have few containers. As a result, the containers get filled up
veryy early in the morning and some households may not be able to dump their
wastee through the official channels. Where such waste ends up is anybody's guess.
Thesee areas need more containers and also more frequent removal of waste. The
majorityy of residents in all the localities where the collective container collection
systemm operates think that the best way to improve solid waste collection is to ensuree regular frequency of collection and to provide more containers and sites for
thee collective container collection system, employ more cleaners, improve the qualityy of waste collection vehicles/equipment and insist that service providers cover
openn trucks with nets in order to prevent spilling waste on the road during transportation. .
Thee desired improvements require money and are possible only if the stakeholders
agreee to effective cost-sharing arrangements. The questions are whether consumers
aree prepared to pay user fees, how they appreciate the cost of services and whether
theyy are prepared to pay for the desired improvements in solid waste collection.
Cann they afford the desired improved services as they have indicated? The next
threee sub-sections discuss payment for user fees, appreciation of cost and willingnesss to pay, and affordability, respectively.
7.2.57.2.5 Payment of user fees
Theree is a major distinction between the collective container collection and houseto-housee systems in terms of user fees: collective container collection is free of
chargee whilst house-to-house collection is carried out in return for user fees.79 Underr the collective container collection system, there are exceptions to the rule: in
Achimota,, Adabraka, and Kaneshie residents pay various fees, even though the
collectivee container collection system is free. In Achimota and Kaneshie, residents
payy a fee of 0100 per dumping of waste to the assemblymen in the areas. This
workss out at between 02,000 and 03,000 per month. In parts of Adabraka, about

Inn November 1999, the local authority approved new rates for solid waste collection services in
Accraa (including collective container collection) based upon area classifications. However, as at
thee beginning of 2002, the collective container collection system was still free of charge.
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90%% of the residents pay waste pickers to carry their waste to a container. The local
authoritiess pay service providers to operate the collective container collection system.. In areas where house-to-house collection operates, households pay between
08,0000 and 010,000 per month (depending on the size of approved container) as
userr fees directly to the service provider.80 In compound houses, the amount is
sharedd proportionately among the households. In Adabraka, about 92% of the respondentss pay between 08,000 and 012,000 per month to waste pickers.
Adabraka'ss situation is interesting in many ways. Even though it operates a collectivee container collection system, about 90% of the residents use waste pickers to
collectt their waste from their houses to the communal containers for a fee. Thereforee the fees they pay go to the private waste pickers and not to the local authority
orr its accredited private contractor who operates the collective container collection
systemm in the area. This equals the amount residents in high-income areas pay for
house-to-housee collection. The relatively high fees are probably due to high collectionn frequencies (on a daily basis). Besides, Adabraka is a commercial residential
areaa in the city's centre, where residents in virtually every house perform a commerciall activity of one kind or another and are therefore willing to pay for the
evacuationn of their waste in order to maintain a clean environment. If the residents
cann pay that amount of money to waste pickers, then they can also pay for twice a
weekk house-to-house collection.
7.2.66 Appreciation of cost, willingness to pay more and cross-subsidisation
Thee majority of residents in areas where the house-to-house system is operating,
thinkk the cost of collection is acceptable (Table 7.9). In La and Nima, the collective
containerr collection service is free. However, in Achimota, Kaneshie and Adabraka,, residents pay fees to the assemblymen and waste pickers, respectively. In these
threee areas, about a quarter to more than a third of the respondents think the cost of
servicee is too high for the kind of services they receive (Table 7.10). The irony is
thatt all these fees for the collective container collection system do not end up in the
cofferss of the local authority.

Beforee mid 1999, there were two forms of payment of services for the private contractor. The
house-to-housee and collective container collection operated on a franchised and contact-out basis,
respectively.. Under the franchised house-to-house collection system, each service provider (AMA
andd private contractors) collects user fees in its area of operation. In the case of the collective containerr collection system, the local authority pays the private contractor. Since mid 2000, the AMA
collectss user fees for all house-to-house services in Accra irrespective of who provides the service,, and then pays the bulk amount to CCW which, in turn, pays the service providers.
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Tablee 7.9

Consumers' appreciation of cost of waste collection by mode of waste
disposal l
Modee of waste disposal

Total

House-to-housee
collectionn

Collective container
collection

(nn = 150)

(n = 250)

Tooo high
Normal l
Nott paying

%%

%%

%%

13.3 13.3
86.7 86.7

19.6 19.6
41.6 41.6
38.8 38.8

17.3 17.3
58.5 58.5
24.3 24.3

100.0 100.0

100.0 100.0

--

Total l

(n = 400)

100.0 100.0

Notes:: Chi-Square value = 92,882 (a); Sig. (2-sided) = 0.000; a. 0 cells (0%) have expected count less
thann 5. The minimum expected count is 25.88.

Tablee 7.10 Consumers' appreciation of cost of waste collection by area (selected
researchh locality)
Areaa (selected research locality)
Achi-motaa

AbeLa
lenkpe

Nima

Kaneshie

Dzorwulu/
Romann
Ridgee

Total
Airport AdaR.A/
braka
Cantonments

(nn = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 400)

%%
Tooo high
Normal l
Nott paying
Total l

%%

%%

%%

%%

%%

%%

%%

%%

38.0 38.014.0 14.0
24.0 24.026.0 26.0
36.0 36.017.3 17.3
62.0 62.086.0 86.0 6.0 6.0
76.0 76.074.0 74.0
100.0 100.0
64.0 64.058.5 58.5
94.0 94.0
100.0 100.0------24.3 24.3
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0

Notes:: Chi-Square value = 422,788 (a); Sig. (2-sided) = 0.000; a. 0 cells (0%) have an expected count
off less than 5. The tninimum expected count is 8.63.

Theree are three categories of residents in terms of preparedness to pay for the service.. Firstly, in both the house-to-house and collective container collection systems,, about 64% and 50% of the residents respectively want to pay the same rate as
beforee (Table 7.11). In the case of the collective container collection-system, this
includess those who currently pay nothing and might want to pay nothing. This
groupp of service consumers thinks that resources are ineffectively and inefficiently
utilisedd and that better services could be derived from the same amount they are
alreadyy paying as user fees. According to one resident, whose story was corroboratedd by several other residents, they paid more than the stipulated rate (i.e. free of
charge)) for solid waste collection in the areas operating under the collective containerr collection system. "... We did not raise a finger, because we were made to
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believee that the excess amount would be used to cater for desired improvements in
onee way or the other, but nothing improved....", a turning resident told the researcherr during a focus group discussion at Akweteman/Achimota in 2000.
Tablee 7.11 Preparedness to pay for better waste collection methods by mode of
wastee disposal
Modee of waste disposal

Total l

House-to-house e Collectivee container
collection n
collection n
(nn = 150)
Thee same as present rate
Moree than present rate
Doess not know
Total l

(nn = 250)

(nn = 400)

%%

%%

%%

64.0 64.0
24.0 24.0
12.0 12.0

50.0 50.0
22.4 22.4
27.6 27.6

55.3 55.3
23.0 23.0
21.8 21.8

100.0 100.0

100.0 100.0

100.0 100.0

Notes:: Chi-Square value = 13,920 (a); Sig. (2-sided) = 0.00; a. 0 cells (0%) have an expected count of
lesss than 5. The minimum expected count is 32.63.
Tablee 7.12 Preparedness to pay for better waste collection methods by area
(selectedd research locality)
Areaa (selected research locality)
Achi-motaa

AbeLa
lenkpe

Nima

Total

Kaneshie

Dzor- Airport Adawulu/ R.A/
braka
Romann CantonRidgee ments
(nn = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n
== 400)

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%%
Thee same as present 70.0 82.0
2.0
4.0
90.0 76.0 34.0 84.0 55.3
rate e
Moree than present 30.0 14.0 60.0
2.0
6.0 18.0 40.0 14.0 23.0
rate e
Doess not know
4.0 38.0 94.0
4.0
6.0
26.0
2.0 21.8
Totall
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Notes:: Chi-Square value = 307,828 (a); Sig. (2-sided) = 0.000; a. 0 cells (0%) have expected count
lesss than 5. The minimum expected count is 10.88.
Thee second group refers to those who are prepared to pay more than the present
ratee for better solid waste collection methods. Under the house-to-house system,
thiss group comprises about 24% of the residents (Table 7.11) or 14%, 18% and
40%,, respectively, of the residents in Abelemkpe, Dzorwulu/Roman Ridge and
Airportt Residential Area/Cantonment (Table 7.12). Remarkably, 30% and 60% of
thee respondents respectively in Achimota and La, which are serviced by the collec197 7
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tivee container collection system, say they would be prepared to pay more than the
presentt rate to help maintain and keep the place neat, in spite of the fact that the
servicee is free (Table 7.12). It is equally remarkable to note from Table 7.12 that in
Kaneshiee and Adabraka, respectively 90% and 84% of the residents say they are
preparedd to pay the same as the present rate. Incidentally both of these areas, which
aree commercial centres that operate under the collective container collection system,, pay a substantial amount for their waste collection. Thus, they are prepared to
continuee paying, in order to ensure better waste collection. The survey shows that
majorityy of the respondents in all the localities are willing to pay for improved services.. It is interesting to note that even residents in areas such as Achimota, La,
Kaneshiee and Adabraka, which officially enjoy free collective container collection
wastee collection services, are willing to pay for improved services.
Thee third group refers to residents who do not know whether or not to pay. They
simplyy do not know. This group consists of various interest groups. It includes
thosee residents who think that additional costs for improved services should be
bornee by the local authority. This group includes people from both the house-tohousee and collective container collection operated areas. Some of the residents
thinkk that part of the revenue of the taxes that residents pay to the local authority
shouldd be used for solid waste collection. This implies that there is always a group
off residents who are inclined to opt out or to engage in free rider practices. For examplee in Nima, about 94% of the residents are indifferent to whether to pay or not
forr improved services. In fact, residents in Nima are hesitant when it comes to payingg for improved services. In the case of this poor area much will depend on the
affordabilityy of the charge. Nonetheless, with the exception of Nima, the majority
off residents in all the selected localities agree that waste collection should attract a
'reasonable'' fee since consumers already pay various taxes to the AMA. Many
residentss are prepared to pay even more for better services. This has far reaching
implicationss for policy makers, the local authority and service providers in their
searchh for better ways to fund solid waste management. However, in terms of costsharingg arrangements, the majority of those surveyed in all the selected research
localitiess disagree that the wealthy in the community should pay more for the same
servicess than the poor. This means that they do not support the idea of crosssubsidisation;; consumers should bear responsibility for the cost of clearing the
wastee they create. It also means that the local authority must always make provisionn for people who cannot or will not pay.
7.2.77.2.7 Affordability
Practicallyy all respondents in the three areas with public waste collection under the
collectivee container collection system (i.e. Achimota, La and Nima) say they can
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affordd a collective container collection at 0100 per dump, i.e. pay-as-they-dump
(Tablee 7.13). Coincidentally, these three areas are the poorest among the eight selectedd research localities in terms of socio-economic status. In Kaneshie, about
78%% of those surveyed would prefer a collective container collection system at
01000 per dump, while 16% would prefer twice-a-week house-to-house collection at
010,0000 per month. In Adabraka, however, which also enjoys a collective container
collectionn system at the moment, all the residents say they can afford a house-tohousee collection of either once-a-week at 08,000 per month or twice-a-week at
010,0000 per month. The Adabraka situation is not surprising at all, since the majorityy of residents use waste pickers to collect waste from their houses to the central
communall containers for a fee. The total amount of money the residents pay for a
monthh as fees to the waste pickers is very similar to those paid by residents in other
localitiess with house-to-house collection. In the areas where house-to-house collectionn is already operating, it is only in Abelenkpe that the majority of residents
wantss to continue with a once a week frequency of collection. Elsewhere, in the
Airportt Residential Area/Cantonment and in Dzorwulu/Roman Ridge, about 98%
andd 94% of all the residents, respectively, want a twice-a-week frequency of waste
collection. .
Tablee 7.13 Affordability of better waste collection methods by area (selected
researchh locality)
Areaa (selected research locality)
AfTordabilityy

Achi-mota

AbeLa
lenkpe

Nima

Kaneshie

Dzorwulii/
Romann
Ridgee

Total
Airport AdaR.A7
braka
Cantonments

(nn = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n 400)

%
Twicee a week
house-to-house e
collection; ;
ii 10,000/month
Oncee a week houseto-housee collection;
00 8,000/month
Collectivee container
collection; ;
$$ 100/dump
Totall

%

%

%

%

%

%

%%

94.0

98.0

60.0

33.5

6.0

6.0

2.0

40.0

19.5

-

-

-

47.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

2.0

100.0

98.0

-

100.0

100.0

78.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

%

16.0

100.0

Notes:: Chi-Square value = 611,923 (a); Sig. (2-sided) = 0.000; a. 0 cells (0%) have an expected count
off less than 5. The minimum expected count is 9.75.
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Tablee 7.14 shows that 64% of those already serviced through house-to-house collection,, and 15% of those currently serviced by the collective container collection
systemm can afford a twice-a-week house-to-house collection, whilst 36% of those
alreadyy serviced through house-to-house collection still would prefer the once a
weekk house-to-house collection. In addition, 9.6% of those currently being serviced
throughh a collective container collection system would also prefer once a week
house-to-housee collection. Therefore in the sampled frame, about 33.5% can afford
aa twice a week house-to-house collection, while 19.5% can afford once a week
house-to-housee collection. The remaining 47% can afford collective container collectionn system around the corner of their houses for 0100 per dump. The pattern
thatt emerges from the survey is that affordability is a function of income status,
independentt of who provides the service. Those who can afford it are even preparedd to pay more for increased frequency of collection as a better way to improve
wastee collection in their area.
Tablee 7.14 Affordability of better waste collection methods by mode of waste
disposal l
Affordabilityy

Modee of waste disposal
House-to-house
Collective container
collectionn
collection
(nn = 150)

(n = 250)

Total

(n = 400)

%%
Twicee a week house-to-house collection;
tt 10,000/month
Oncee a week house-to-house collection;
tt 8,000/ month
Collectivee container collection;
00 100/dump
Totall

64.0

15.2

33.5

36.0

9.6

19.5

75.2

47.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Notes:: Chi-Square value = 212,952 (a); Sig. (2-sided) = 0.000; a. 0 cells (0%) have an expected count
off less than 5. The minimum expected count is 29.25.

7.2.87.2.8 Possible improvements
Theree is a clear distinction between the desired improvements for collective containerr collection serviced areas and those for house-to-house collection areas (Tablee 7.7). The residents mentioned several ways in which the services could be improved.. Residents want any possible improvements to be tailored towards achieving
thesee desires. This section reviews the possible improvements from four perspectives:
desirability,, preparedness to pay; affordability, and capability or feasibility (what is
feasible).. Both categories of consumers, i.e. those serviced through house-to-house
andd those serviced by collective container collection, have a list of preferences, some
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off which are more pressing than others and deserve priority and swift action, whilst
otherss are far more difficult to achieve. For instance, areas serviced through collective
containerr collection, that have poor road accessibility cannot receive house-to-house
servicess even if the people want it and indicate they are prepared to pay and can afford
thee service. From the survey results the following possible improvements could be
effected: :
i.. Increase the frequency of collection in house-to-house operated areas from
oncee a week to twice a week for all areas that have good roads and where the
residentss indicate they can afford it.
ii.. Maintain once a week house-to-house services for those areas, which already
enjoyy house-to-house service and want to remain receiving once a week services,, but with reliable services.
iii.. Upgrade the collective container collection system in areas with good road
accessibilityy and where residents can afford house-to-house collection (e.g.
Adabraka)) to either once a week or twice a week house-to-house collection at
theirr corresponding rates (of 010,000 and 012,000 per month, respectively) dependingg on the affordability. It is now 040,000 per month for once a week
house-to-housee collection.
iv.. Provide daily service around the corner for a fee of 0100 per dump;
v.. Increase the number of containers and container sites for the collective containerr collection system;
vi.. Request providers to sweep and cleanse container sites.
vii.. Ask consumers to ensure that they dump waste into containers and do not litter
thee site.
viii.Transferr more solid waste collection areas from public to private contractors.
Inn this way, some improvement has taken place (see Section 6.3.3).
ix.. Effective supervision and monitoring of service providers and consumers.
x.. Provide more waste bins at vantage points and empty them regularly to reduce
littering. .
7.2.97.2.9 Views on privatisation
Thee survey results show a preference of private service provision over public
ones.. About 80% of the residents in all the localities prefer private contractors to
publicc ones to provide waste collection services. About 90% of the residents in
alll the research localities where either the collective container collection or
house-to-housee collection systems are operating think -irrespective of the mode
off collection (public or private) - that private contractors perform better than the
AMAA (Figure 7.1). This thought is shared, for example, in La and Dzowulu/Roman
Ridgee by 86% and 94% of residents respectively. Even in the Airport Residential
Areaa and Cantonment, where there is a large concentration of very prominent
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governmentt officials, high officials of foreign dignitaries, embassy staff, and top
businesss executives, as a result of which the AMA makes an extra effort, more
thann half of the residents in these areas think that private contractors would performm better than the AMA. This is a strong endorsement of the privatisation of
solidd waste collection. Opinion is, however, divided with respect to the effect of
thee privatisation of waste collection services on prices. With the exception of
Nimaa and Kaneshie, about 85% of the residents are of the opinion that prices will
increasee if waste collection is privatised. People generally tend to believe that
privatisationn normally leads to increases in prices because of the private sector's
cravingg for profit. Even though a large percentage (92%) of the respondents say
privatee contractors perform better than the local authorities, 62% of the respondentss think that prices of services would increase if solid waste collection servicess were completely handed over to private firms. To combat this, some residentss think the local authority should not divest itself completely from service
provisionn and should also stay involved in the fixing and regulating of user fees.
7.2.107.2.10 Other issues
Thee local authority has often regarded solid waste collection problems as local
issuess which in one way or the other require more involvement by residents.
Thoughh residents say the AMA is to blame for the deterioration of waste collectionn in their locality, the majority are of the opinion that they are to blame themselvess for littering their area (Figure 7.1). About 90% of residents in Achimota,
Nimaa and Kaneshie think the communities should take greater responsibility for
wastee collection in their area. However, residents in the other research localities
doo not share this view. Residents in rich areas like Abelenkpe, Dzorwulu, Romann Ridge, Airport Residential Area and Cantonment prefer to pay someone
elsee to manage waste collection in their area. In La, the residents think that the
community-basedd organisation - La Mansaamoo Kpee (LMK) - is well organised
too take greater responsibility in solid waste collection, in contrast to the individuall residents.
Withh regard to the use of waste, about 30% of residents in all the research areas
thinkk that useful waste is thrown away. Most useful waste is, however, reused or
recycledd (Chapter 6). Food leftovers, peelings, etc., are used to feed animals. The
majorityy of the residents in the research localities think that food waste should be
separatedd so that it could be used to feed animals and for compost as organic manuree for agriculture. Whether waste is thrown away or food waste is separated is
nott related to the kind of institutional arrangement {i.e. collective container or
house-to-housee collection), or on the (public or private) mode of collection. It re-
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quiress policy intervention and local government action to further stimulate the reusee and recycling of waste materials.
Figuree 7.1 Consumers' opinion on solid waste collection
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Seriess 1 = Agree, Series 2 = Do not agree, Series 3 = Do not know

7.33

Service providers' views on solid waste collection in Accra

Legally,, the Accra Metropolitan Assembly (AMA) is the local government authorityy responsible for the provision of basic solid waste collection services and the
environmentall management in the area. This duty is clearly spelt out in the legislativee instrument (LI 1500) that established the AMA. However, the AMA lacks the
infrastructure,, human and financial resources to deal effectively with the multidimensionall and multi-facet problems of waste management in the metropolitan
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areaa alone. The decentralisation and privatisation policies have opened up waste
managementt to the lower levels of government and other service providers besides
thee public sector. It is appropriate to look at some of the actors and shapers of solid
wastee collection in Accra. Two main types of solid waste service providers have
emergedd in Accra. These are public (AMA) and private service providers, the latter
comprisingg Gee Waste, Daben Cleaning Service, J.S. Owusu, Ako Waste, ABC,
Libertyy Waste, Meskworld, Almanuel, Yafuru, Yama and Zontec) (Table 7. 15).
7.3.7.3. J

General characteristics

Differentt types of firms with different capabilities in terms of manpower and
equipmentt have emerged in the solid waste business (Table 7.15), particularly
sincee the privatisation of some aspects of the service in 1997. The strength and
qualityy of staff, the type of office accommodation and equipment a company has
andd the type of technology it uses (simple or sophisticated), etc. are often an indicationn of its waste collection capacity and capabilities. The office facilities the firms
usee range from poor to excellent depending upon the service provider. Service providerss such as J. Stanley Owusu, ABC and Gee Waste have excellent office accommodationn equipped with all the modern gadgets a business firm should have
suchh as computers and mobile telephones, whilst others like Yafuru and Yama do
nott have such office accommodation. Some firms do not even have offices at all
andd it is very difficult for consumers and monitoring agencies to locate them in
casee of difficulties in service provision. Again the means of transport the firm uses
hass an effect on the type of service it provides and capability. Service providers use
compactionn trucks, open trucks, mini-tractors, donkey-carts81, power tillers, wheelcartss or pushcarts for house-to-house collection. However, the type of transport
dependss on the contractor and the area in question. In the case of collective containerr collection system, the waste container is such that only a skip-loader could
bee used to lift and transport it. None of the twelve companies operate transfer stations.822 Waste pickers in Adabraka and elsewhere in the metropolis double as extraservicee providers, particularly for houses in areas where the collective container
collectionn system is operating. They pick waste from houses and send it to the centrall communal containers for a fee. Their waste services are in high demand becausee of the failure of the official service providers to provide the service as expected.. The service providers employ between 18 and 35 people. Service providers

Yafuruu Enterprise Limited, which operated the donkey cart, has stopped using this method since
midd 1999, following the death of all the donkeys as a result of improper care and diseases.
Transferr station in this study refers to the intermediate point where the refuse collectors dump the
wastee and sort reusable or recyclable materials before sending the remaining waste to its final
dumpingg sites.
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payy drivers between 0200,000 and 0280,000, whilst refuse collectors get between
0120,0000 and 0180,000 per month.
Tablee 7.15 Matrix of service providers as at December 2000
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Notes:: + means applies; - means does not apply; ( ) means data not available; VH= very high; H
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7.3.27.3.2 Problems in waste collection
Thee service providers operating under the collective container collection system
mentionedd that they encounter seven main problems. These are an inadequate
numberr of containers, the tardy payment by AMA, the insufficient contract fees set
byy AMA, labour problems, a lack of site cleansing by AMA, a lack of AMA supportt and the frequent interruption of services due to the breakdown of vehicles. The
problemm of inadequate containers for the collective container collection system has
alreadyy been discussed in the previous chapter. Suffice to say that it is one of the
majorr causes for spillage and untidiness at the collection points. It is also a contributingg factor to the dumping of waste at open spaces and other unauthorised sites.
Wheree containers are inadequate, residents have no other alternative than to dump
moree waste than necessary into the available containers, thereby creating overflows
andd spillage and overloading of the trucks during transportation. The public often
accusess service providers of littering the streets with items falling from their mov-
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ingg trucks carrying the waste containers. However, the primary cause according to
thee providers is the limited number of containers for densely populated areas.
Byy July 1999, the AMA owed local private contractors over 0800 million in unpaid
servicess in the collective container collection system over a period of eight months.
Servicee providers experience frequent interruptions to service due to problems associatedd with vehicles and equipment and they lack the money they need to pay
theirr workers or buy fuel to run their vehicles. Service providers think there are
areas,, which are currently serviced under the central communal container system,
whichh could be serviced better through house-to-house refuse collection. A most
glaringg example is Adabraka, which is a middle-income neighbourhood with one of
thee best road networks in the whole city. The easy accessibility of the houses
makess it eligible for house-to-house collection.
7.3.33 The profitability of services
Thee twelve companies use various sources of funding for their waste collection
business.. Whilst some of the firms exclusively use their own means, others use
outsidee sources or both. The outside sources may include loans from relatives or
friends,, the banks, or a sponsoring agency, or equipment which the firms already
havee in their possession. Yafuru, for example, acquired a loan from a sponsoring
agencyy to set up its business, whilst J. Staley Owusu used some of its vehicles for
roadd and building construction for its waste collection business. Others, such as the
WMD,, received technical assistance for training and equipment, e.g. from the
Germanyy Technical Cooperation (GTZ). The WMD acquired almost all its vehicles
andd equipment using either a Ghana government grant or from international donor
agencies.. Unlike public institutions, the local private firms are not given equipment
byy international donor organisations.
Alll the local service providers in the collective container collection system indirectlyy indicated that the service is profitable across the board, if only the AMA
wouldd pay them regularly for their services. Under house-to-house collection, the
locall service providers prefer the franchised system. The local contractors are able
too survive and make profit by using very old equipment and paying their workers
incrediblyy low wages. There is also the problem of low subscription for the service
inn some middle-income areas such as Abekah-Lapaz and Adabraka, which can affordd house-to-house collection. Some residents enjoying house-to-house collection
doo not pay their user fees regularly, whilst others default or free ride. This affects
thee cost-effectiveness of the service. This, in fact, points to lack of local governmentt support for sanctioning free riders and irregular payers.
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7.3.47.3.4 Opinions
Manyy of the service providers think that refuse collection is good business but an
unhealthyy job. They think the AMA is not supportive of local private contractors.
Theyy are neither happy about the granting of monopoly to CCW since July 1999.
Refusee contractors recognise the fact that consumers may be willing to pay more
forr refuse collection if quality of service improves and would like to take advantagee of this opportunity to improve their services. However, the problem is what
comess first; the chicken and egg riddle. Whilst service providers think that consumerss should pay more for waste collection to enable the former providing a betterr service, the latter thinks service providers should first improve their service deliveryy to justify any call for increased user fees. Service providers acknowledge the
factt that poor people cannot afford commercial tariffs. As a result, there should be
governmentt subsidy and cross-subsidisation. The community should take greater
responsibility,, not only in the cost-sharing arrangement for refuse collection, but
alsoo by ensuring that they do not litter the area.
7.44

Policy makers' views on solid waste collection83

Inn this section, we will discuss the functioning of the institutional arrangements in
solidd waste collection from a policy maker's perspective. It is worth noting that
almostt all (if not all) of the policies for the institutional arrangements84 for solid
wastee collection under review were put together by the policy makers (i.e. the local
governmentt authority AMA). It is therefore unrealistic to expect that they will be
criticall about their own policies. However, there were a few. References will be
madee to other important waste collection arrangements that result from activities
suchh as those of the waste pickers in Adabraka, and illegal charges of fees by some
unscrupulouss agents for collective container collection, which is supposed to be
freefree of charge to consumers. Despite differences in stakeholders' perspectives with
regardd to policy, they are usually able to agree on whether or not a policy yields a
'net'' benefit to society.
7.4.11
Decentralisation
Policyy makers think the aim of the decentralisation policy was to facilitate effective
andd efficient management. It was also in response to the concern that waste collectionn is a local issue that could be handled better at local level. According to the
Policyy makers in this section refer to the Accra Metropolitan Assembly or AMA. It is also referredd to as the local authority.
Forr the purpose of this analysis, institutional arrangements in solid waste collection refer only to
thosee arrangements institutionalised by law, byelaw or accorded recognition and approval by the
locall authority.
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AMA,, the decentralisation policy in waste management was to strengthen the submetropolitann assemblies, the unit areas and the communities to take greater responsibilitiess in the planning and management of waste in their area. Unfortunately, the
policyy did not achieve the desired impact due mainly to the fact that decentralisationn of responsibilities was not accompanied by adequate fiscal transfers. Policy
makerss think very strongly that the methods used by critics and researchers for analysingg the case for government intervention often ignore the political determination
off policies. While many people accept the thrust of this critique, when and how
politicall determination exactly interferes with such analysis is not fully understood.
Onee form of intervention is likely to have an impact on others through the political
process.. These spill-over effects may even provide a justification for interventions
thatt the welfare economic approach may reject.
7.4.27.4.2 Privatisation
Inn 1997, the AMA gradually introduced the privatisation policy into waste managementt to supplement the efforts of the local authority. Though privatisation relievedd the local authority of the burden of providing vehicles, equipment, manpowerr and management for waste management, it did not solve the main problem
off funding to sustain the service, particularly the collective container collection
system.. In the absence of effective full cost recovery for the collective container
collectionn system, the AMA only transferred management responsibility for the
collectionn of solid waste to disposal sites. The AMA pays private contractors it engagess in the collective container collection system. It also provides the sites and
containerss for the collective container collection system. The only relief the AMA
gets,, is in the case of the house-to-house collection areas.
7.4.33 Institutional arrangements
Thee AMA is satisfied with the institutional arrangement for house-to-house collection.. It is, however, worried about the financial burden of the collective container
collectionn system, which constitutes more than 70% of the waste collection in the
metropolis.. Since stopping the PA YD system, the AMA has tried in vain to devise
betterr cost-sharing arrangements to mitigate its acute financial problems. In terms
off performances, the AMA thinks the indigenous private companies are doing their
bestt though albeit with occasional interruptions to services. According to the
AMA,, its withdrawal from solid waste collection is in line with the government
privatisationn policy. The AMA thinks the granting of a monopoly to the CCW was
intendedd to afford the latter economies of scale. Besides, it felt the performance of
mostt of the private contractors was below par. Since the AMA was divesting itself
fromm waste management, it became necessary to find an organisation to fill the
vacuum.. Officially, the AMA felt that the CCW, which has the expertise and logis208 8
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ticss at its disposal, was better placed to take up that responsibility than the poorly
resourcedd local contractors. In practice, the feelings of officials of the AMA are
muchh more mixed.
7.4.4.. The policy makers' perceptions of house-to-house and collective
containercontainer collection arrangements
Thee local authority is of the opinion that consumers in the house-to-house collectionn areas are doing well to sustain the house-to-house system. The problem is with
thee irregular frequency of collection, as well as the use of inappropriate waste storagee containers and its effect on service and the environment. Spillage and stench
nearr to where the waste is stored are common problems. Another area of worry
concernss the frequent interruptions to service delivery due to problems associated
withh the breakdown of vehicles, lack of fuel, etc. The AMA thinks the continued
operationn of the free collective container collection system is a major financial burdenn to it. Since the PA YD policy was stopped in 1990, the AMA has had to shoulderr the financial burden for providing free waste management (including the provisionn of a collection site, containers, collection, transportation and final disposal at
dumpingg sites) alone. According to the AMA, the delay in the payment of private
wastee collection contractors is not deliberate but due to insufficient funds at the
timee they have to be paid.
Policyy makers assess the success or failure of their policies in solid waste collectionn through consumers' and service providers' appreciation of the institutional
arrangements.. However, it might not be able to meet everybody's needs all the
timee because of different interests and perceptions. Besides, as one level of satisfactionn is fulfilled, another higher and more pressing one emerges, which might be
beyondd the capacity and capability of the local authority. It relies on other stakeholderss (service providers and consumers) to join forces with policy makers in
partnershipp to chose their priorities in solid waste collection based on what is feasiblee under given resource constraints, socio-economic considerations and environmentall impacts.
Accordingg to the AMA, most of their policies exist as strategic statements, regulationss or laws, underpinned by conceptual norms, formulated to address predefined
problems.. A lot of good policy exits which are not implemented properly, if at all,
reflectt a gap between policy making (the setting of objectives) and policy implementationn (the strategies to achieve these goals). The result may turn out to be that
thee intended beneficiaries of the policy are, in actual fact, losers as a result of the
policy.. It is therefore important to assess the performance of a policy in terms of its
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objectivess and outcomes. Bridging the gap between intention and outcome will go
aa long way in solving most of the problems facing residents in service provision.
7.55

Conclusions

Deficienciess in solid waste collection services in Accra, like in many other cities of
sub-Saharann Africa, are not only a reflection of absolute resource constraints and
constraintss related to the institutional arrangements of urban services delivery, but
alsoo of the attitudes of residents and officials to solid waste collection. Residents
havee a paradoxical attitude towards waste. Few people seem to care about waste
unlesss it ends up near their front doors. Indiscriminate dumping takes place at the
samee time as protests against the placing of communal containers nearby the
houses.. Officials do not set a good example. They do little to enforce regulations
andd a lack of resources, capacity and political will do little to improve the situation.
Inn general, people serviced through the house-to-house collection system are more
satisfiedd with the service than those serviced through communal container collection.. The most common solid waste collection problems perceived by the residents
aree related to dissatisfaction with the low frequency of collection, the costs and the
cleanlinesss of the service. Desired improvements therefore primarily refer to increasedd frequency and the reliability of the service. Consumers of the communal
containerr collection service would like to have more collection sites, containers and
labourr available. Much is expected from privatisation, though some fear increased
pricess due to greater private sector participation in solid waste collection.
Thee major problem facing the private service providers is the lack of support from
thee AMA, reflected in tardy payments, low contract fees and deficient site cleaning.. Policy makers, in turn, are generally satisfied with the arrangements that
emergedd after decentralisation and privatisation, particularly in house-to-house collection.. What worries them, however, is the financial burden of the communal containerr collection service.
Thee most surprising finding of the survey is that the majority of consumers are
willingg to pay more for solid waste collection, if the services are better organised.
Thiss is precisely the dilemma service providers and city authorities now face. What
comess first: more funds to provide better services or provide better services to get
moree money from user fees? In any event, there is hope: the survey shows that
theree is a growing realisation among even the poor that the status quo (i.e. free
solidd waste collection services for collective container collection) cannot continue.
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